I want my business to be more efficient and to automate identity lifecycle tasks.

I want all our systems, services, and data to be joined up.

I want to stop wasting time and money on routine administrative tasks.

I want to know who has unauthorized access to our corporate data.

I want our users to be able to sign on just once and to reset their own passwords.

I want to meet statutory requirements more cost-effectively.

I want our users to have appropriate, secure, and timely access to the systems and data they need, and from their choice of device.

I want our Active Directory to provide more effective support for our current business requirements.

**What we can do for you**

- **Identity Strategy/Roadmap** Guidance on identity management strategies to keep your enterprise competitive and safe.

- **User Lifecycle Management** Drive efficiencies in time, cost, and accuracy in on-boarding and off-boarding.

- **Active Directory Remediation and Consolidation** Update your AD structure to reflect your current business and security needs, instead of obsolete requirements.

- **Device Lifecycle Management** You can’t prise your users from their devices, so integrate your identities and devices.

- **IoT Strategy/Roadmap** As the Identity of Things becomes increasingly important, we will ensure that it is included in your identity strategy.

- **Connection Solutions for a Wide Range of Systems** From ERP to HR, our customizable connectors streamline user lifecycle management.

**What you get**

- Efficient management of digital identities.

- Appropriate, secure and convenient access to data and systems for staff.

- Reduced costs.

- Automated administrative processes.

- Compliance with statutory regulations.

- Increased productivity through single sign-on and self-service features.

- Ability to take on new business or technical initiatives such as cloud enablement and device management - with ease.

**Why choose Oxford Computer Group?**

- **Track record** We have designed and implemented identity and access solutions to more than 800 organizations large and small in the US, UK, and Germany for more than a decade, including most Fortune 500 customers, and 57 state agencies.

- **Award-winning** We have won Microsoft’s Partner of the Year award seven times, and been finalist ten times.

- **Technical expertise** OCG’s specialist team of architects and consultants have expertise as deep as it is broad and follow industry best practices.

- **In the know** Our close working relationship with Microsoft product group managers and engineers means we are always up to date with technical developments.

- **Value** Much of our business is from repeat customers who value our service, pricing and long-term commitment.

---

**Contact us today**

Call +1 877 862 1617

Email info@oxfordcomputergroup.com

Let’s discuss where you are now, where you want to be...and how we can help.